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VIETNAM AIRLINES SELECTS WFS FOR
AMSTERDAM CARGO OPERATIONS
Vietnam Airlines is currently operating twice-weekly Airbus
A350-900 passenger freighter aircraft flights ex Amsterdam.

Vietnam Airlines has selected
Worldwide Flight Services
(WFS) as its new cargo handling
partner at Amsterdam Airport
Schiphol.
The multi-year contract will see WFS
providing full cargo handling services
for the airline’s twice-weekly Airbus
A350-900 passenger freighter aircraft
flights directly connecting freight
forwarders, importers and exporters
in Amsterdam and Vietnam’s Tan Son
Nhat International Airport. The new
contract is a further boost for WFS’

growing cargo operating in Amsterdam,
which has also recently welcomed
both LATAM Airlines and Saudi Arabian
Airlines as customers.
As well as in Amsterdam, WFS has
existing cargo handling contracts with
Vietnam Airlines at London Heathrow
and in Dublin, and the airline is also a
valued client of WFS Fueling in Hong
Kong.
Stephane Scholving, Managing Director
of WFS in the Netherlands, stated:
“Winning this new contract is a tribute
to the responsiveness of our team

in Amsterdam and the quality of our
cargo handling operations. Vietnam
Airlines initially asked for our assistance
to handle an urgent flight and their
positive experience of working with
WFS has ultimately led to this long-term
agreement. We now look forward to
supporting the airline’s customers and
flight operations in Amsterdam and
contributing to Vietnam Airline’s growth
in the Netherlands.”
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About WFS
Founded in 1993 and headquartered in Paris, WFS (www.wfs.aero) is the world’s largest air cargo handler and one of the
leading providers of ground handling and technical services with annual revenues of over EUR1.1 billion. Its 22,300 employees
serve more than 270 airlines at 170 major airports in 20 countries on five continents.

